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1. Introduction. Let A" be a partially ordered set (poset) with re-

spect to a relation ^, and possessing least and greatest elements O

and / respectively. Let us call a subset S of A" up-directed (down-

directed) if and only if for all xES and y ES there exists zGS such

that 3^x, z^y (z^x, z^y). Following McShane [2], we call a subset

K of X Dedekind-closed if and only if whenever S is an up-directed

subset of K and y = l.u.b. (S), or S is a down-directed subset of K

and y = g.l.b. (S), we have yEK. Let £> denote the topology on X

whose closed sets are the Dedekind-closed subsets of X. Let d denote

the well-known interval topology on X, which is obtained by taking

all sets of the form [a, b]= {xEX\a^x^b} as a sub-base for the

closed sets. Continuing an investigation which was begun in [5],

we shall call a topology 3 on X order-compatible if and only if â ^ 3

^ 3D. X is said to have a unique order-compatible topology if and

only if its é and 3) topologies are identical. In [5] we obtained a

simple sufficient condition for a poset to possess a unique order-

compatible topology. This result has recently been strengthened by

Naito [3]. Let us call a subset K of X diverse if and only if xEK,

yEK, and x^y imply x<y. Naito has shown that if a poset X con-

tains no infinite diverse subset, then it possesses a unique order-compati-

ble topology.

The purpose of the present note is to obtain a condition both

necessary and sufficient for a poset to have a unique order-compatible

topology. However, such a condition has been obtained only for

posets satisfying a certain countability restriction (the question of

finding a condition which holds in general still remains open). We

show that a poset X satisfying such a hypothesis has a unique order-

compatible topology if and only if every diverse subset of X is S-

closed. With a slight strengthening of our hypothesis we obtain a

sufficient condition for this unique topology to be metrizable. We

conclude with an investigation of some properties of the order struc-

ture of a poset in which every diverse subset is i-closed.

2. Main results. We first state without proof a lemma which was

obtained by Naito [3] and which is an improvement of Lemma 6 of
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[5]. Notation and terminology are the same as in [5]. The obvious

dual formulation may be left to the reader.

Lemma 1 (Naito). Let X be a poset containing no infinite diverse

subset, and let (f(a), a£^4) be a net with range (f) =SCX. Let y be

an element of X such that y is the l.u.b. of the range of every subnet of f.

Then there exists an up-directed set MCS such that y = l.u.b. (M).

We now prove our main results.

Theorem 1. Let X be a poset such that the space (X, d) satisfies the

first axiom of countability. Then X has a unique or der-compatible topol-

ogy if and only if every diverse subset of X is d-closed. Furthermore, X

is a Hausdorff space with respect to this topology.

Proof. A diverse subset of any poset X is always ©-closed. Hence,

if â = SD, every diverse subset of X is ¿-closed.

To prove the converse, suppose that every diverse subset of X is

¿-closed, and let K be a SD-closed subset. Let {x„} be a sequence of

elements of K which converges to an element yCX in the interval

topology. We may assume that Xn^y for all ». We must show that

yCK.  '
We first show that there exists a subsequence of {x„} each member

of which is comparable with y. For if this is not the case, then x„ is

incomparable with y for all sufficiently large », and by Lemma 4 of

[5] there exists an infinite diverse subset of X which is contained in

the range of \xn}. But this means that there exists a subsequence

\xnk\ of \x„\ whose range R is diverse. Since by hypothesis R is

¿-closed, and y£i?, we have lim x^j^y in the ä topology, which is a

contradiction.

Let us assume that each member of the sequence {x„j itself is

comparable with y. We may assume, furthermore, that xn<y for

all » (for if this is not eventually true, then there exists a subsequence

\xnk\ with x„k>y for all k, and the obvious dual proof will apply).

Let S be the range of {x„}. By the argument of the previous para-

graph, S contains no infinite diverse subset. Furthermore, by

Lemmas 3 and 5 of [5], y is the l.u.b. of the range of every subnet of

{x„}. Hence Lemma 1 applies, and we conclude that 5 contains an

up-directed subset M with y = l.u.b. (M). Since MCK and K is

20-closed, we have yCK. Hence K is ¿(-closed, and ¿ = 2D.

It remains to show, under the above hypotheses, that the topology

& is Hausdorff. Let \zn\ be any sequence in X which converges in

the if topology to an element yCX. By the arguments of the previous

paragraphs we may assume that z„ <y for all w; and again by Lemmas
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3 and 5 of [5] it follows that y = l.u.b. (zn). Hence any ¿-convergent

sequence of elements of X has a unique limit. Since (X, ¿) satisfies

the first axiom of countability, this implies that (X, ¿) is a Hausdorff

space.

If F is a closed subset of a topological space (X, 3), we shall say

that F has a countable system of neighborhoods if and only if there exists

a countable family 1iC3 such that whenever FET and LG3, there

is a LGlt with F EU ET. (Clearly this condition implies the first

axiom of countability.)

We now have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let X be a poset in which every closed interval [a, b] has

a countable system of neighborhoods in the topology â. If X has a unique

order-compatible topology, then X is a regular space with respect to this

topology.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that if B is a member of a base (B

for the closed sets of the topology ¿, and cEB, then there exist dis-

joint ¿-open sets U and F such that BEU and cEV. (For if F is an

arbitrary ¿-closed subset of X and cGF, then there exists BE® with

FEB and cEB.) Since the collection of all finite unions of closed

intervals of X is a base for the closed sets of the topology ¿, it follows

that it is sufficient to show that whenever [a, b] is a closed interval,

and c$[a, b], then there exist disjoint ¿-open sets U and F with

[a, b]E U and cE V. Suppose that this is not true for some interval

[a, b] in X and some c$[a, b]. Let {Un\n = l, 2, • ■ ■ } and

{ Fn| « = 1, 2, • • • j be decreasing sequences of open sets which form

countable neighborhood systems for [a, b] and c, respectively. Then

t/„P\Fm is nonvoid for all m and «. For each « = 1, 2, • • • , choose

XnG U„r\Vn. Then the sequence {xn} converges to c in the ¿ topology

and is also eventually in every ¿-open set which contains [a, b]. As

in the proof of Theorem 1, xn must be comparable with c for all suffi-

ciently large « We may therefore again assume that x„<c for all «.

It then follows, again using Lemmas 3 and 5 of [5], that c = l.u.b. (x„).

Furthermore, since [a, b] is closed and c$[a, b], there exists «0

such that x„G[ffl> b] for all «^«0. Since c is the unique limit of the

sequence {xn}, the set F= {x„| w^«0} W{c} is ¿-closed, and also

disjoint from [a, b}. Let G = complement of F. Then G is an ¿-open

set containing [a, b] but {x„} is not eventually in G, a contradiction.

The question remains open as to whether Theorems 1 and 2 re-

main valid without some countability assumptions.

It is natural to ask for a purely "order-theoretic" property of X

which is sufficient to imply the topological countability hypotheses of
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Theorems 1 and 2. A convenient property to consider is the following.

Property C. There exists a countable subset R of X such that,

whenever J and K are disjoint closed intervals in X, there exist rCR

and sCR with J disjoint from [r, s] and KC [r, s].

We may now prove

Lemma 2. If a poset X has property C, then (i) (X, ¿) satisfies the

second axiom of countability, and (ii) every closed interval [a, b] in X

has a countable system of neighborhoods in the topology ¿.

Proof, (i) follows immediately from the observation that the fam-

ily of all finite unions of closed intervals of the form [r, s], for rCR

and sCR, is a base for the closed sets of (X, ¿). To prove (ii), let

(B be the family of all finite unions of sets [r, s] such that rCR,

sCR, and [r, s] is disjoint from [a, b]. Then the family of all comple-

ments of members of (B is a countable neighborhood system for [a, b]

in the topology ¿.

Lemma 2, Theorems 1 and 2, and the well-known metrization theo-

rem of Urysohn now imply

Theorem 3. Let X be a poset with property C in which every diverse

subset is â-closed. Then X has a unique order-compatible topology which

is metrizable.

3. Diverse subsets which are closed in the interval topology. It

may be of interest also to obtain an "order-theoretic" property

which characterizes a poset in which all diverse subsets are ¿-closed.

To do this, we shall first give a characterization of the ¿-convergent

nets in X. Our terminology in regard to nets is that of [l]. In par-

ticular, we follow [l] in our use of the terms "eventually" and

"frequently."

The following notation will be convenient. If KCX, we shall write

K+={xCX\x^yiora\\yCK) and K* = {xCX\x^y for all yCK).

If/ is a net in X, let T¡ denote the set of all cofinal subnets of/. Then

we define

M,= U {[range(g)]+|g£r/})

2V>= U {[range(g)]*|g£r/}.

Theorem 4. A net f in the poset X converges to an element y in the

topology ¿ if and only if yC MjCsNf'.

Proof. Suppose that/ ¿-converges to y and that yC.Mjr\Nf~.

Then there exists mCM¡ with y^m, or there exists nCN¡ with

y%n. In either case there exists a closed interval J in X such that /
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contains the range of a cofinal subnet of / and yG-L Then X—J

(the complement of J with respect to X) is an ¿-open neighborhood

of y, and by hypothesis/ is eventually in X — J. But this means that

f is not frequently in /, a contradiction.

To prove the converse, suppose that / does not converge to y in

the ¿ topology. Then there exists an ¿-open set U such that y EU

and/ is frequently in X— U. But X— U is the intersection of a family

of members of the usual closed base for the topology ¿. Hence there

exists a member B of this closed base such that y E.B and / is fre-

quently in B. But B is of the form U{/,|î=1, 2, • • • , «}, where

each Ji is a closed interval ; and / is frequently in B implies that / is

frequently in some Jk (k = l,2, • • ■ , «). If Jk= [ak, bk], then akEMj,

bkENf. But yEJk, and hence y^ak or y^bk. In either case we have

y$Mfr\Nf+.
Now let L be any infinite diverse subset of X. Let fF(L) denote the

family of all sets of the form L — F, where F is a finite subset of L. Let

us define

AL = U {K+\ KEHL)],       BL = \J [K*\ KE5(L)}.

We then have the following theorem.

Theorem 5. ^4« infinite diverse subset L of a poset X is S-closed if

and only if A*r\Bt EL.

Proof. Suppose that L is ¿-closed. Let D= {(x, K)\KE3(L) and

xEK}. The set L> may be up-directed by defining (x%, Ki) ^ (x2, K2)

if and only if i?Oi£2. If we define /(x, K) =x, then / is a net on D

with values in L.We shall show that for this net,/, MfC\Nf = AtC\Bt.

Since {f(x, K) \ (x, K) è (*o, K0)} =K0, it follows that each KE5(L)

is the range of a cofinal subnet of / (actually a residual subnet).

Hence ALEM}, BLENf. But then AtDMf, BÍZ)Nf, and AtC\BÍ
Z)Mfi~\Nfi~. To prove the reverse inclusion, note that the range of

any cofinal subnet g of / obviously contains some KoE$(L). Hence

[range (g)]+EKo+, and dually. Then M,EAL, N,EBL, and A*LC\Bl
EMfnNf. Hence AtC\BÍ = M*nN,+, and by Theorem 4 we must
have A*Lr\BÏ EL.

To prove the converse it is convenient to use the terminology of

filters. If 11 is a filter on L, let us define P(1l) =U{S+|SGll}, <2(H)
= U{S*|SG1t}- Following Ward [4], we say that an element x of

X is medial for It if and only if xG [P(U)]*n[<2(1t)]+. Ward [4]

has shown that x is medial for an ultrafilter 11 on X if and only if 11 is

S-convergent to x.

Now to show that L is ¿-closed it is sufficient to show that if 11 is
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any ultrafilter on L, then 11 does not converge to any point of X — L.

We distinguish two cases. First, suppose that there exists yCL with

yCS for all S£lt. Then we must have }yj £11, and 11 cannot ¿-

converge to any point of X other than y (since (X, ¿) is a Fi-space).

Suppose then that there exists no yCL with yCS for all 5£11.

Then 11 must contain the filter 5 = 5(L). It is easy to verify that

lOí implies that [P(1l) ]*C\ [<2(1L) ]+ C [P(SF) ]*H [Q(<5) ]+ = A*Lr\Bt.
But by hypothesis Al(~\B~l £Z. Thus x£L whenever x is medial for

11, which completes the proof.

Theorem 6. Every diverse subset of a poset X is d-closed if and only

if A*r\Bi is empty for every infinite diverse subset L.

Proof. Suppose that every diverse subset of X is ¿-closed, and

that for some infinite diverse L there is an element zCA*C\Bi. By

Theorem 5, s£Z. Let II = L—{z). Since 3(H)C$(L), we have

AhCAl, BhCBl. Hence A^A*L, BÛDB£, and zCAHr\B^. But
H is ¿-closed and z£H, contradicting Theorem 5. The converse

proposition follows trivially from Theorem 5.

Theorem 6 suggests that it is slightly "pathological" for a poset to

contain infinite diverse subsets all of which are ¿-closed. However, the

following is a simple example of such a poset. Consider the following

sets of points in the complex plane. Let Xi = {(1/», 0) | » = 1, 2, • • • },

X2={(0, 1/«)|»=+1, ±2, • • • }. Let X = Xi\JX2. We partially

order X as follows. Define (0, l/m) ^ (0, 1/«) if and only if i/m^l/n

in the usual ordering. For w>0, define (l/m, 0) <(0, 1/») if and only

if l/m^l/n. For »<0, define (l/m, 0)>(0, 1/«) if and only if

l/m^l/n. The set Xi is diverse. With this ordering it is clear that

X satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.
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